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In 2003, after a decade of planning and effort, a dynamic, Web-enabled, fault
activity database (FAD) came on line, with interfaces for both programmatic and browser
users.  Because the great majority of FAD users need regional slip rate data, database
manager Sue Perry has focused this year’s data entry and browser development on
providing slip rate data (Figure 1 and Table I).  These are two of many fronts on which
Perry has made tremendous progress.  Most notably she:

• created a dynamic fault database using MySQL as the database management
system;

• migrated existing data into the new database;
• built on new relationships with the CGS and USGS to obtain early releases of

southern California fault compilations from the USGS National Quaternary
Fault and Fold database;

• is now extracting numeric data from these text commentaries;
• by November, 2003, had added more than 130 new submissions to the FAD;
• by the end of SCEC year 2003, anticipates having complete slip rate data for

virtually all major, and many other, faults in southern California;
• created a dynamic database for the USGS/CGS PSHA input parameters to the

National seismic hazard maps, because these important values are otherwise
only available in Excel and Adobe PDF formats;

• designed and implemented a dynamic browser interface (www.scec.org/FIS).
The first implemented use case allows users to select one or more faults and
get slip rate data from the FAD and the PSHA parameters database;

• created a programmatic interface, such that a computer running Ned Field’s
OpenSHA code can access fault data on the fly;

• keyed FIS entries to Community Fault Model (CFM) faults, so that users
know which data are pertinent to which fault representations;

• supervised the SCEC Earthquake Information Technology (EIT) interns as
they developed LA3D, their 3D fault and earthquake visualization code, and
tested and implemented database, metadata, and query technologies needed by
the FIS and many other SCEC projects; and

• worked closely with the SCEC/ITR to ensure that the FIS and the EIT intern
products are in step with Community Modeling Environment (CME) needs
and developments.

At this time last year, the FAD existed as a static, Filemaker Pro database for Los
Angeles basin faults, started then discontinued at the USGS (by Hecker, Ponti, Kendrick
and Anderson.)  Perry designed the schema for a dynamic database with a MySQL
database management system, and in early 2003 created the new database and migrated
existing data into it. Perry also created a relational database for the input parameters used
in the CGS/USGS, 1996 and 2002, PSHA maps (PSHA parameters). as these are



otherwise only available in PDF and excel files.  These values can now be accessed by
programmatic and browser-based queries to the FAD.

FIGURE 1.  Browser based queries

Once the new database was established, Perry began working on user interfaces.
In spring, 2003, Perry provided Ned Field with an object model that defined the data and
enabled his computer, while running OpenSHA code, to get FAD data on the fly.  In
summer and fall, 2003, Perry designed and implemented a dynamic browser interface
(Figure 1) whereby a user can add faults to a ‘query shopping list’ to get data.

Concurrently, Perry continued with data entry.  By the end of October, 2003, 130
new submissions had been added to the FAD.  The most rapid data entry occurred since
July, when Bill Bryant of the California Geological Survey (CGS) and Kathy Haller of
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began to send review copies of fault compilations for
the National Quaternary Fault and Fold Database (National).  In fact, getting the southern
California compilations released in 2003 represents a significant political achievement on
Perry’s part, as only northern California faults were previously intended for the first
database release.

Sue Perry has finished extracting numeric data from the first batch of text
commentaries.  Provided the rest of the National compilations arrive in time, she
anticipates having all compiled slip rate data entered in the FAD by February, 2004.
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Table 1 shows the level of FAD data completeness, a/o 11/17/03, for all faults that are in
the Community Fault Model.

A FAD alone will not adequately serve the needs of the SCEC community, which
requires a variety of fault-related products, including expert-derived, preferred values and
fault representations.  Recognizing this, Perry began work on a Fault Information System
(FIS), to provide a single point of access to multiple, varied, fault-related products.  The
FAD and PSHA databases, and internet access to these databases, have been designed to
comprise the first components of the FIS,  All data in the FIS are keyed t o the 3D, t-surf
fault representations and geometric parameters of the CFM, to 3D rectangular fault
representations of the PSHA maps, to faults of the Jennings fault map, and to additional
text commentary from the National database.

Another of Sue Perry’s important contributions to SCEC in 2003 was to oversee
the new Earthquake Information Technology (EIT) intern program, already regarded as
highly successful by the interns, USC, SCEC, and NSF. In recognition of the program’s
success, the USC School of Engineering now funds five EIT interns each term, and NSF
will likely establish SCEC as a prestigious Research Education for Undergraduates
(REU) Site.  Under Perry’s supervision, recruitment, and fund-raising, the EIT interns
made improvements and additions to “LA3D”, the open source visualization code they
had prototyped in 2002.  LA3D is now being adapted as a free viewer for CFM faults.
EIT interns also designed, tested, and implemented Web, ontology, and database
technologies of benefit to the FIS and the Community Modeling Environment (CME).
Perry’s work with the EIT interns has created an essential bridge between the SCEC
community and the SCEC/IT Research project.   It has also established a means of
recruiting earth science graduate students from computer science, engineering, and
multimedia.

TABLE 1.  FAD data completeness by end of SCEC year 2003, for faults in the
Community Fault Model. (*  indicates a fault that also has PSHA parameters assigned for
National Hazard Maps.)  Names in italics represent data entry done in 2003.

FAD data entry COMPLETE for Slip Rate, Average Recurrence Interval, Slip Per
Event, and Paleo-Earthquake Dates:
Anacapa-Dume *
Compton *
Garlock *
Helendale-South Lockhart *
Holser*
Lower Elysian Park *
Mission Ridge-Arroyo Parida-Santa Ana *
Northridge *
Palos Verdes *

Pitas Point *
Red Mountain *
San Andreas, Coachella section *
San Gabriel *
Simi-Santa Rosa *
Ventura *
Verdugo

FAD data entry COMPLETE for Slip Rate:
Banning
Brawley Seismic Zone *

Chino *
Clamshell-Sawpit *



Cucamonga *
Elsinore *
Furnace Creek
Hollywood *
Hunter Mountain - Saline Valley*
Imperial *
Laguna Salada *
Malibu Coast *
Mill Creek
Newport-Inglewood*
Owl Lake *

Pleito *
Raymond *
Rose Canyon *
San Andreas *
San Jacinto *
Santa Monica *
Santa Susana *
Santa Ynez *
Sierra Madre *
White Wolf *
Whittier *

FAD data entry awaiting completion of National compilations:
Big Pine *
Blackwater *
Death Valley *
Gravel Hills - Harper Lake *
Independence *
Lenwood-Lockhart-Old Wmn*
Mission Creek
Oakridge *
Owens Valley *

Pisgah-Bullion-MesquiteLk*
Puente Hills *
Santa Cruz Island *
Santa Rosa Island *
South Emerson-Copper Mtn*
Sierra Nevada *
Tank Canyon *
San Cayetano *

No compilations begun
Anaheim blind
Bicycle Lake
Burnt Mountain *
Cady
Calico-Hidalgo *
Carlsbad
Cerro Prieto
Channel Islands *
Cleghorn *
Coronado Bank *
Coyote Canyon
Coyote Lake
Del Valle
East Montebello
Elmore Ranch *
Elysian Park, upper *
Eureka Peak *
Fontana seismicity
Garlic Springs
Goldstone Lake
Johnson Valley *
Las Cienegas

Little Lake *
Ludlow *
Manix-Afton Hills *
McClean/Drinkwater Lake
Montalvo
Nelson Lake
North Channel *
North Frontal Zone *
North Salt Lake
Oceanside *
Paradise
Peralta Hills
Pinto Mountain *
Red Pass
Richfield blind
San Clemente escarpment
San Diego Trough
San Jose *
San Vicente
Scodie
Walnut Creek




